
 

New innovation challenging the beverage 
industry: 

- The world’s first water bottle flavoring 
pure water by scent alone 

Stockholm, 17. March – A new innovation, called air up, is launching in Sweden in the upcoming 
days. air up is an entirely new way of consuming flavored beverages, using scent alone. The 
phenomenon of scent based taste is called ”retronasal smell” - basically tasting with your nose. 
With this technique ordinary tap water is turned into the taste of fruit drinks, cola and iced coffee, 
only with the help a water bottle and all natural aroma pods. air up is developed with both health 
and environment in mind and offers a both simple and resource saving way of consuming drinks, 
free from artificial flavors and sugars.   
 
Us Swedes are proud of our tap water and almost 80% prefer tap water over bottled water*. We 
not only think our tap water taste great, we know that the consumption of tap water is more 
environmentally friendly, and in many cases, better for our health than juice, soft drinks and other 
beverages*.  In the upcoming days, a German innovation is launching in Sweden,  turning tap water 
into flavored beverages by scent alone.  
 
Tasting with your nose, how does it work? 
The phenomenon of scent based taste is called “retronasal smell” basically tasting with your nose. 
Nearly 80% of our taste experience is based on scent and air up uses the biological retronasal smell 
to trick the brain into believing scent is taste. The air up system consists of a reusable water bottle 
and aroma pods from fruits, plants and spices. The first air up prototype was developed by design 
students Lena Jüngst and Tim Jäger in 2016, and it took three years before the idea became a 
finished product. 
 

- The idea was born out of frustration, why do we always have to choose between tasty and 
healthy when it comes to beverages? Eighter a tasty soda or a healthy but slightly tasteless 
and a bit dull tap water. We wanted to challenge this by creating a product in which you get 
the best of both worlds, says Lena Jüngst, today co-founder at air up.  

 
Challenges the way we consume beverages today 
The air up-technology enables a completely new way of consuming beverages that takes both health 
and environmental factors into account. The combination of tap water and all natural, light-weight 
aroma pods, means that both artificial additives and sugars are completely avoided while plastic 



 

consumption is minimized and logistics are kept carbon dioxide efficient. Calculations show that 
more than 85 million single use plastic have been saved on the markets already launched.   
 
The air up system consists of a reusable water bottle and aroma pods from fruits, plants and spices 
and each pod gives at least 5 l of flavored drinks. The flavor range is continuously updated and 
includes currently 22 different flavors ranging from fruit flavours to cola and iced coffee. air up is 
used by first filling the bottle with water, placing the included straw in the container and attaching 
it to the mouth piece, where the aroma pod is also placed. When drinking from the bottle, a suction 
is created that not only transports the water but also air from the aroma pod into the mouth. The 
flavored air then raises in the throat to the olfactory centers of the nose and is manifested in the 
brain as taste. The result is experiencing drinking something with taste, even though you are just 
drinking regular water.  
 
Sweden is air up’s first Scandinavian market but is also available in Germany, France, Belgium, 
Switzerland, Austria, the Netherlands, Great Britain and Italy, and has currently more than 1 million 
customers.  
 
Air up retails for from 369 for the starter kit and from 69 sek for pods, and is available at se.air-
up.com 
 
 
*air up research, conducted with Dynata in 2021 
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